Latest & Greatest Non-Fiction - 2018
Bethany Branch, March 2, 2018
Shannon K. (Walt Branch Library)

- **Chasing Space** by LeLand Melvin [audiobook on Overdrive only]
- **Endurance: A Year in Space, a Lifetime of Discovery** by Scott Kelly [Bio Kelly]
- **Spaceman: An Astronaut’s Unlikely Journey to Unlock the Secrets of the Universe** by Mike Massimino [Bio Massimino]
- **Hot Lights, Cold Steel** by Michael Collins [audiobook available via both Hoopla and Overdrive]
- **The Butchering Art: Joseph Lister’s Quest to Transform the Grisly World of Victorian Medicine** by Lindsey Fitzharris [Bio Lister]
- **Quackery: A Brief History of the Worst Ways to Cure Everything** by Lydia Kang [615.856 Kan]
- **The Map Thief: The Gripping Story of an Esteemed Rare-Map Dealer Who Made Millions Stealing Priceless Maps** by Michael Blanding [364.162 Bla]
- **The Man Who Loved Books Too Much** by Allison Hoover Bartlett [audiobook available via both Hoopla and Overdrive]
- **The Illustrious Dead** by Stephan Talty [audiobook via Overdrive only]
- **Pale Rider: The Spanish Flu of 1918 and How it Changed the World** by Laura Spinney [614.518 Spi]